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Find these JWA terms and learn more on the next page:

- Activism
- Archive
- Books
- Conversation
- Education
- Feminism
- Herstory
- History
- Intergenerational
- Intersectionality
- Judaism
- Jewish Hair
- Listen
- Nonprofit
- Podcast
- Questions
- Reading
- Share
- Story Collecting
- Voice
- Writing

Bonus: Find JWA and RBG throughout and see how many times they each appear!
Want to learn more about some of the terms from our word search? Below are links to many of JWA’s programs and resources that might be of interest to you or someone you know:

⇒ JWA’s Podcast, *Can We Talk?*
⇒ JWA’s blog, *Jewish Women Amplified*. Check out our most popular blog post about Jewish hair or listen to our podcast episode about Jewish hair.
⇒ JWA’s *Rising Voices Fellowship* (RVF), a thought leadership and writing fellowship for high school girls in grades 10-12
⇒ JWA’s *virtual book club*, where you can find suggestions for books by and about Jewish women, exclusive author interviews, and recorded video conversations.
⇒ JWA’s new story-collecting mobile app, *Story Aperture*, which you can use to interview your mother, your daughter, or another important woman in your life to create intergenerational conversation.
⇒ *An article written by JWA’s CEO, Judith Rosenbaum, about intersectionality*, a value we strive to live up to every day in our work at JWA.

We’d love to hear about which programs resonate with you. Email info@jwa.org to tell us what you love about JWA.
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